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The longitudinal acoustic phonon dispersion of high-pressure methane hydrate structures MH-II and MH-III
was determined by in situ high-pressure inelastic x-ray scattering. These results on powder samples, in con-
junction with the previously established equation of state, allowed the derivation of the aggregate compres-
sional and shear sound velocity, as well as the effective elastic and shear modulus. The elastic properties were
found to differ substantially from the elastic properties of high pressure ice structures, while strongly reflecting
the transition from a cage clathrate �MH-II� to a filled ice structure �MH-III�.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methane hydrate is an inclusion compound in which
methane molecules are trapped in a host lattice of water mol-
ecules. The structure is thought to be stabilized by the repul-
sive interaction between the nonpolar guest and polar host
molecules, which makes methane hydrate a model system for
the study of hydrophobic interactions, relevant for the fun-
damental understanding of water potentials.1 Furthermore,
considerable interest has arisen as large natural accumula-
tions of methane hydrate have been discovered on the oce-
anic sea floors, providing a potential future source of energy
and an important factor in the global carbon cycle.2 In addi-
tion, methane hydrate is thought to be a dominant constituent
of the outer planets and their satellites.3 Recently, it has been
suggested that the methane clouds on Titan, Saturn’s largest
moon, may be attributed to the formation of a stable high-
pressure form of methane hydrate in the ice mantle.4 The
mechanical properties of high-pressure forms of clathrate hy-
drates are therefore important parameters for the understand-
ing of the geophysics in planetary systems. More specifically,
our results are of direct relevance for the Cassini-Huygens
mission, which recently succeeded to release the Huygens
probe into Titan’s atmosphere and impact it on the surface in
order to collect data on the atmosphere and geological
compositions.5

Three different crystallographic structures of methane hy-
drate are known today: a low-pressure phase I �MH-sI�6 and
two high-pressure phases MH-II and MH-III.4 Methane hy-
drate structure I forms at moderate pressures �50–100 bar�,
whereas MH-II and MH-III form at about 10 and 20 kbar,
respectively. At the structural phase transition from MH-II to
MH-III, the cage structure of the hydrate collapses into a
“filled ice” structure,7 where the guest molecules are found
to occupy the channels of the ice network. This type of struc-
ture is also observed at high pressures for several other guest
molecules or atoms.8,9 The details of the structures were
found to depend strongly on the guest molecule. These range
from a filled ice structure related to ice II or ice Ic for hy-

drogen guest molecules, to ice Ih in the case of methane
guest molecules.

The low-pressure structure of methane hydrate was iden-
tified as the cubic structure type I of the clathrate family. The
nominal stoichiometry is CH4·5.75H2O. The details of the
crystallographic structure of MH-II are still unknown. Dif-
fraction data could, however, be indexed by a hexagonal or
primitive trigonal unit cell with lattice parameters close to
those of clathrate structure type H.10 The structure of MH-III
could be identified with a orthorhombic unit cell �space
group Imcm�. Both high-pressure structures are richer in
methane than the low-pressure methane hydrate. Methane
hydrate is the first clathrate found to exhibit a transformation
from a cage clathrate to a filled ice. This transformation will
undoubtedly lead to distinct changes in the dynamical prop-
erties of the hydrate and in the repulsive interaction between
the nonpolar guest and the polar host molecules. Recent Ra-
man scattering measurements revealed distinct changes of
the CuH stretching mode of the methane molecules as a
function of pressure: The change of the cage types from
MH-sI to MH-II as well as the breakdown of the cage struc-
ture were observed.11

In this paper, we present a study of the phonon dispersion
curves of the high-pressure methane hydrate structures.
High-energy resolution inelastic x-ray scattering �IXS� and
diamond anvil cell �DAC� techniques were used to determine
the orientationally averaged compressional sound velocities.
Combining these findings with the results from diffraction
experiments, the elastic properties of the high-pressure
phases of methane hydrate were derived.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A MH-sI powder sample that was synthesized at the Na-
tional Research Council, Canada, by condensing methane
gas on a fine ice powder in a high pressure vessel,12 was used
to obtain the high-pressure methane hydrate structure. From
previous experiments it is known that the MH-sI sample is
contaminated by only a few percent of ice Ih.13 The x-ray
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experiments were performed at the IXS beam line ID28 at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble.
The instrument was operated at an x-ray energy of 17 794 eV
��=0.697 Å�, utilizing the Si �9 9 9� setup with an overall
experimental energy resolution of 3 meV.

For the experiments, the powder sample was loaded at
liquid nitrogen temperature into a DAC �culet size 600 �m,
gasket hole diameter 400 �m, hole thickness 50 �m�. The
cell was sealed and then warmed to room temperature, lead-
ing to an initial pressure of about 11 kbar. The pressure was
determined on-line using the ruby fluorescence method. At
room temperature �T=298 K� the MH-II and MH-III were
prepared by slowly raising the pressure to 17 and 21 kbar,
respectively. The ice content of the samples after the struc-
tural phase transition can be deduced from the methane to
water ratio of the different phases: MH-II has a 1:3.5 meth-
ane to water ratio �CH4·3.5H2O�,4 while the stoichiometry
of MH-III is known to be CH4·2H2O.7 Consequently, when
the sample MH-sI is transformed into MH-II, the methane to
water ratio changes from 8:46 to 10:35, leading to a high-
pressure ice content of 39%. In the case of MH-III the ratio
changes from 8:46 to 1:2, leading to 65% of high-pressure
ice. At room temperature and pressures of 17 and 21 kbar,
this leads to samples composed of both methane hydrate and
ice VI.

Diffraction patterns of both the MH-II and the MH-III
samples were recorded prior to the inelastic scans with a
CCD detector. In Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� the integrated diffracto-
grams and the CCD images �insets� of the MH-II and the

MH-III samples are shown, respectively. Using pattern
matching, the peaks that are not attributed to ice VI could be
indexed with the respective high-pressure methane hydrate
phase confirming the sample composition. The MH-II dif-
fractogram was indexed with a primitive trigonal unit cell
�a=11.833�1� Å,c=9.955�1� Å� as proposed by Loveday
et al.10 The integrated MH-III pattern was indexed with
the space group Imcm �a=4.770�4� Å,b=8.067�5� Å,c
=7.964�5� Å� in agreement with the published results.7

Comparing the indexed diffraction patterns with the CCD
images, it can be seen that for both samples the hydrate
peaks correspond to uniform rings, while the strongest ice VI
rings in the case of the MH-II sample display some irrigu-
larities. The uniform methane hydrate diffraction rings thus
demonstrate that the hydrate samples are randomly oriented,
nontextured powders.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A selection of inelastic x-ray spectra of the MH-II and
MH-III samples at different wave vector transfers, or Q, be-
tween 2.0 and 8.9 nm−1 are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�,
respectively. The IXS data represent the orientationally aver-
aged longitudinal acoustic dispersion, as no significant tex-
ture developed in the samples at the structural phase transi-
tions, and as the large gasket hole ensured a sufficiently large
number of crystallites within the scattering volume for a
good powder average. The experimental data was normalized
to the integrated intensity and the count rate at the central
line was �0.3 counts/ s. In order to extract the energy posi-
tions E�Q� of the inelastic excitations, the spectra were fitted
using a pair of Lorentzian functions for each excitation, con-
voluted with the experimentally determined instrument reso-
lution �solid line�. The intensity ratio between the Lorentzian
functions for both the energy loss and the energy gain is
given by the Bose occupation factor. The instrument resolu-
tion is also shown in Fig. 2 �dashed line�.

In the case of the MH-II sample, the energy positions of
the inelastic excitations were determined to be E=5.9 meV,
E=15.8 meV, and E=22.5 meV at Q=2.0 nm−1. The two
high-intensity peaks at E=15.8 meV and E=22.5 meV dis-
play strong dispersions and cannot be observed at wave vec-
tor transfers Q�5 nm−1. From the Q dependence of the en-
ergy positions of these two excitations, the sound velocities
of �12 000 and �17 000 m s−1 are determined. These peaks
are thus assigned to the transverse and longitudinal acoustic
phonons of the diamond anvils.14 The third dispersive exci-
tation is assigned to the orientationally averaged longitudinal
acoustic �LA� phonon branches of the sample. As the sample
is composed of 61% MH-II and 39% ice VI, this dispersive
excitation at 5.9 meV, at Q=2.0 nm−1, has contributions
from the LA phonon branches of both ice VI and MH-II. For
Q�6.9 nm−1, an additional nondispersive excitation is ob-
served. Its energy position is found to be E=11.9±0.2 meV.
It is tentatively assigned to transverse modes near the zone
boundary, but it cannot be concluded whether it is due to
phonons of ice VI or MH-II.

In the case of the MH-III at Q=2.8 nm−1, three inelas-
tic excitations with energy positions of E=8.9 meV,

FIG. 1. Diffraction pattern of �a� the MH-II and �b� the MH-III
sample at 17 and 21 kbar ��=0.697 Å�, respectively. The peaks are
indexed for MH-II and MH-III �upper tick set� and ice VI �lower
tick set�, allowing for a profile matching �solid line�.
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E=22.2 meV, and E=31.8 meV can be observed. The two
intense excitations at higher energies are, as in the case of
MH-II, assigned to the acoustic phonons of the diamond an-
vils of the sample cell. As the sample is composed of 35%
MH-III and 65% ice VI, the peak at 8.9 meV is assigned
to the LA phonon branches of MH-III and ice VI. At
Q�6.5 nm−1, an additional excitation can be observed at
E�12 meV. In the observed Q range this mode displays
only a very weak dispersion and it is thus assumed to have a
constant energy �E=11.7±0.2 meV� within the experi-
mental error. Additionally, at the highest displayed wave vec-
tor �Q=8.9 nm−1� a shoulder at E�18 meV can be ob-
served. The origin of the two additional excitations cannot be
assigned unambiguously. Taking the relatively high momen-
tum transfer into account, it is reasonable to assume that both
are related to transverse phonons in either ice VI or MH-III.

The contribution of the ice VI/MH-II and ice VI/MH-III
LA phonons to the IXS signal �see arrows in Figs. 2�a� and
2�b�� was disentangled by fitting two Lorentz functions. The
energy position of the ice VI feature was initially set to val-
ues determined by Brillouin light scattering �BLS� results on
polycrystalline ice VI.15 In the subsequent fitting iterations it
was, however, allowed to vary to determine the energy posi-
tions of the hydrate and ice contributions simultaneously.
A stable fit could be obtained for wave vector transfers
Q�4.5 nm−1 in the case of MH-II, since the line shape of
the excitation becomes increasingly asymmetric with in-
creasing Q. The excitation corresponding to the ice VI and
MH-III LA phonons were separated in the same way, and a
stable fit could be obtained for wave vector transfers
Q�4.0 nm−1. The intensity ratio between ice VI and MH-II
was approximately 1:1.4, which corresponds to �58% of
MH-II in the sample. For the MH-III sample the ratio was
found to be 2.1:1, corresponding to �32% of MH-III in the
sample. The intensity ratios determined from the fit of the
experimental data thus agree with the sample composition
derived from the results of diffraction experiments.

With the successful separation of the methane hydrate and
ice contributions, the phonon dispersion curves for MH-II
and ice VI at p=17 kbar �Fig. 3�a�� and MH-III and ice VI at
p=21 kbar �Fig. 3�b�� could be obtained. The longitudinal,
or compressional, velocities of sound were derived by fitting
a sine law to the dispersion curves and determining the
slopes in the Q→0 limit. For MH-II the first three points at
momentum transfers of 2.0, 2.8, and 3.4 nm−1 were excluded
from the fit, as a separation of the ice VI and MH-II LA
phonons was not possible at these low Q values. In the case
of MH-III the first point at Q=2.8 nm−1 was not taken into
consideration. An orientationally averaged compress-
ional sound velocity of viceVI=4700±100 m s−1 was deter-
mined for ice VI at T=298 K and p=17 kbar. This value
is in good agreement with values from BLS experiments
�v=4650 m s−1�.15,16 For MH-II an orientationally averaged
compressional sound velocity of vMH-II=4200±100 m s−1

was deduced from the phonon dispersion. For the MH-III
sample the orientationally averaged compressional sound
velocities at p=21 kbar and T=298 K are viceVI
=4950±100 m s−1 and vMH-III=4600±100 m s−1 for ice VI
and methane hydrate MH-III, respectively. Again, the de-
duced sound velocity of ice VI is in good agreement with the
values BLS experiments �v=4900 m s−1�.

FIG. 2. Inelastic x-ray spectra of the �a� MH-II and �b� MH-III
sample are shown for several Q values together with the fits �solid
line� and the instrument resolution �dashed line�. The two highly
dispersive excitations are attributed to the acoustic phonons of dia-
mond. The third dispersive excitation �see arrows� is assigned to the
longitudinal acoustic phonons of MH-II or MH-III and ice VI. The
LA phonons of methane hydrate and ice VI are visually distinguish-
able for Q�6.9 nm−1 in the case of MH-II, and Q�6.5 nm−1 for
MH-III.
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For a randomly oriented, nontextured powder the com-
pressional velocity of sound, which is the same as the orien-
tationally averaged longitudinal sound velocity, is defined as

vp=�C /�, where C is a combination of the elastic constants
�effective elastic modulus� and � the density of the
material.17 On the other hand, the compressional and shear
sound velocities can as well be expressed by vp

=��1/���B+ 4
3G� and vs=�G /�, where B is the bulk modulus

and G is the shear modulus. The pressure evolution of B and
� are known from x-ray diffraction measurements.
Consequently, as the samples were found to display good
powder quality determined from the CCD diffraction data,
C, G, and vs can be derived from the experimentally deter-
mined longitudinal sound velocity vp. The bulk modulus and
the density of MH-II and MH-III are BMH-II=14.4 GPa,18

�MH-II=1.07 g cm−3 �Ref. 4� and BMH-III=23.6 GPa, �MH-III

=1.16 g cm−3.4 We therefore obtain for MH-II C
=18.9±0.8 GPa, G=3.4±0.6 GPa, and vs=1800±150 m s−1.
For MH-III we get C=24.5±1.0 GPa, G=0.8±0.7 GPa, and
vs=800±400 m s−1. Table I and Fig. 4 summarize the results
for the three different ice clathrate phases. The moduli of
MH-sI are taken from BLS results from Shimizu et al.19

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

For the ambient pressure methane hydrate the influence of
the guest molecules on the elastic lattice properties can be
considered small in a first approximation. The inclusion of
the methane guest molecules only leads to a small change in
density of the water lattice compared to the density of of the
corresponding stable ice phase �ice Ih�.20 The difference in
sound velocities can be explained by this change.21

This, however, is not true for the high-pressure hydrates
MH-II and MH-III. In the case of MH-II the presence of the
repulsive guest-host interaction prevents a denser structure
comparable to the one of the stable ice phase �ice VI�, lead-
ing to elastic constants, which are substantially smaller than
those of ice VI. In fact, the elastic constants of MH-II are
rather found to be similar to the ones of MH-sI. This is
consistent with the suggestion that MH-II is a cage clathrate.
However, in spite of the cage structure, MH-II does not show
the anticrossing of the methane molecule phonon branches
with the acoustic lattice phonons, observed in MH-sI.13 The
growing repulsive interaction between the guest molecules
and the host lattice of water molecules thus leads to the dis-
appearance of the localized rattling motions of the methane
molecules. For MH-III the elastic properties change consid-

TABLE I. Elastic properties of MH-II and MH-III summarized
as deduced from the IXS measurements. Literature values for den-
sities and bulk moduli as well as elastic properties of MH-sI �Ref.
19� are given for reference.

Hydrate
pressure

MH-II
17 kbar

MH-III
21 kbar

MH-sI
0.2 kbar

� �g/cm3� 1.07 �Ref. 4� 1.16 �Ref. 4� 0.90

B �GPa� 14.4 �Ref. 18� 23.5 �Ref. 4� 8.0

vp �km/s� 4.2±0.1 4.6±0.1 3.7

C �GPa� 18.9±0.8 24.5±1.0 12.3

G �GPa� 3.4±0.6 0.8±0.7 3.3

vs �km/s� 1.8±0.15 0.8±0.4 1.9

FIG. 3. Dispersion curve of �a� the MH-II sample at
p=17 kbar and �b� the MH-III sample at p=21 kbar �open squares�.
They are shown together with the respective dispersion of ice VI
�open triangles�. The nondispersive mode at about 12 meV is re-
ported for completeness as well �open circles�.

FIG. 4. The effective elastic modulus C and the shear modulus
G, determined from the IXS experiments on MH-II and MH-III, are
shown together with the pressure dependence of the elastic con-
stants of MH-sI �Ref. 19�. The lines are guides to the eye only.
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erably. The effective elastic modulus is substantially higher
than for MH-II, whereas the shear modulus decreases signifi-
cantly. This behavior is consistent with a transition from a
cage clathrate to filled-ice structure: the effective elastic
modulus shows a strong increase that is attributed to the
denser and more compact structure of MH-III. The decrease
in the shear modulus can probably be related to the layered
structure of ice sheets and nonpolar guest molecules. The
repulsive interaction between the guest and host molecules is
thus assumed to induce an instability to shear stress, having
considerable consequences for the mechanical stability of
MH-III bearing objects.

In summary, we have derived the first experimental values
for the elastic properties of the high-pressure structures of
methane hydrate, which show that the influence of the guest
molecules is considerable at high pressures. It leads to elastic

properties, which are distinctly different from the ones of the
stable ice phase at the same pressure. This should make the
discrimination between high-pressure ice structures and hy-
drates easier and more accurate in future spectroscopic mea-
surements. The presented results can be used for the identi-
fication and the theoretical modeling of these hydrate
structures, and are potentially test cases for the understand-
ing of water potentials.
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